Indoor LED Display (Rental)
Welcome to our product webpage! Desay is a leading, ISO9001:2000 approved indoor LED display manufacturer and
supplier, located in China. Our goal is to consistently provide the highest quality LED products for customers all over the
world. To this end, we implement strict monitoring on the whole process from LED selection, through module and panel
design, to each procedure in the development of our controller. Also, before leaving factory, all of the finished products are
subject to rigorous tests in simulated installation environment so as to ensure qualified products for customers. The
advantages of our indoor LED display are specified as folllows. If you are interested in the rental LED display, please
continue to browse this page for more information
Made of superior materials, Desay rental panel comes with creative mechanical design, and offers integrated solution to
rental use in concerts, sports events, TV shows, fashion shows, exhibitions and conventions. The rental LED video screen is
specially designed to guarantee high mobility of the panel and stability of structure for frequent assembling and
dismantling. By using of sophisticated LED display technology, DESAY LED screen has won increasing popularity in North
America, Europe, South America, Asia, and Middle East, etc.
Advantages
1. Our indoor LED display is developed by using SMD 3 in 1 technology to ensure super wide viewing angle and even panel
surface.
2. The rental LED display provides reliable performance, with high contrast ratio and high refresh rate.
3. Through the use of calibration technology, the LED panel achieves consistent color and brightness. The calibration
technology makes the use of rental LED display more widespread.
4. The indoor LED display comes with mechanical structure that is easy for rigging, thus saving time for assembling and
dismantling.
5. There is no connecting wire between panels. The unique patented design of the panel makes inching adjustment
possible.
6. The indoor LED display is thin, lightweight, and thus convenient for assembling and dismantling.
7. The rental LED display has hidden cable design, with no cable on the rear surface of LED screen.
8. With handles on both sides, the LED panel makes assembling work much easier.
9. A variety of input signals are acceptable, such as HDTV, S Video, NTSC/PAL, DVI, VGA, SDI and HD-SDI, etc.
High-definition video processor is available for signal transition.
10. It comes with a protection controller box, and is thus safe during transportation.
11. The indoor LED display is designed with a special power distribution unit to facilitate power supply for rental use
anywhere.
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